
POLARIS

WORKSPACE SOLUTIONS



POLARIS IS A FLEXIBLE 
DESK SOLUTION THAT IS 
SHARED BY THE GROUP. 
AND ADAPTED TO THE 
INDIVIDUAL.









BALANCED SOUND LEVELS AND INDIVIDUAL SPACES

Together with different desktop screen versions, Polaris offers individuals space for 
concentration even when work is being carried out at a desk. The Prim desktop screen 
contributes to a nicely balanced sound level, an important issue in open working 
environments. Thanks to a practical universal bracket, other desktop screen versions can 
be used to create individual spaces. Position the screens between the tables or on the 
sides of each workplace. 



DESIGNED FOR MANY AND CUSTOMISED FOR YOU

Polaris easily creates several work surfaces for the group. As it is height-adjustable, 
individuals can also customise the working height. Different combination options, 
in many finishes, tabletops in different lengths (1,200 - 2,000 mm) and smart 
features provide a workplace that is designed to meet any needs.

DESIGN: KINNARPS STUDIO



VARIATION AND WELLBEING

Each work surface in the Polaris desk solution is height adjustable. From an 
ergonomics perspective, one important benefit is being able to vary between 
sitting and standing during the working day. This gets the blood circulation going 
and can help prevent repetitive strain injuries (RSI). The option of customising the 
working height also means that Polaris can be used in various ways for a variety 
of work tasks. A height adjustable table also lets you find the perfect working 
height when carrying out sedentary work. 





A HARMONIOUS EXPRESSION

Polaris becomes an obvious element in a working environment where expression 
and function are equally important. A harmonious whole is created by several 
practical work surfaces with working heights that are individually customised 
together with aligned screens. The inbuilt cable management feature  
(available in different finishes) offers a clean and tidy impression. 



CUSTOMISE ACCORDING TO SPACE AND NEEDS

Polaris’ smart linkability feature makes it easy to customise for the space it 
is going to be used in. The range’s units are linked together with screens and 
accessories to create a thought-out holistic solution. Choose the required number 
of units and the solution can also be fitted around corners or pillars to make 
effective use of available space. Polaris can be arranged in a row with a single 
desk at the end, as a double row of single desks or as a single row of desks.  
It is also easy to add to and customise to adapt to any future changes.



VERTICAL CABLE TRAY
Practical cable tray that feeds cables vertically 
downwards towards the cable outlet box in 
the flooring. Great option when access to the 
mains is from a floor box.

CABLE TRAY FOR FRAME
Sturdy cable tray mounted between the frame 
brackets. Large space for cables, multiway 
sockets and adapters and with inbuilt lid to 
conceal everything. There are cut-outs in the 
ends to hide any cables running between 
the units.

HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE
The Polaris sit/stand desks offer variable 
height adjustment using a silent motor, table 
height between 635 and 1,285 mm. Includes a 
safe anti-collision feature that prevents crush 
injuries and cuts the power if the desk comes 
into contact with any objects.

POWERBOX
Powerbox with a number of power sockets, 
data sockets and in certain cases charging 
USB ports, as well as a cable trap to ensure 
that superfluous cables are kept out of sight.

TABLETOPS AND UNDERFRAMES
Tabletops of different sizes are available, 
either laminated or veneered in various 
finishes. The square sit/stand leg and the 
underframe are available in silver grey, white 
and black. To cope with uneven floors the 
inbuilt, concealed adjustment screws in the 
legs can be easily adjusted.

CABLE TRAY UNDER DESK
Spacious, adjustable cable tray (white, black 
or silver) where you can store all cables and 
power sockets. Easy to angle downwards in 
both directions or to unhook fully.

FUNCTIONS AND OPTIONS



DESKTOP SCREEN POSITION
The Prim desktop screen can be positioned in 
front of each work surface and also between 
the workplaces, for a balanced sound level and 
individual spaces.

Fenice

Prim desktop screen

BRACKET FOR OTHER SCREENS
A universal bracket is available as an option for 
easy attachment of screens other than Prim.

8051 8090 8098

8013 8021 8072

8055 8064 8039

8043 8092



CHOICE OF MATERIALS

The various tabletop materials and legs available enable you to achieve the finish 
you are looking for. You can choose between elegant oak, beech or birch veneers 
and seven attractive laminates in combination with black, white or silver legs.

Laminate

Oak Beech Birch Grey oak Amouk

Beech Birch White stained oakOak Dark brown oak

Veneer

Metal

Silver BlackWhite

Light grey White

WITH A FOCUS ON SUSTAINABILITY

Polaris is manufactured in our own production facilities, which gives us control 
of the entire process. Our manufacturing process takes place in an energy-
efficient and environmentally sustainable manner. Certain tabletop finishes are 
FSC® labelled, which guarantees that the wood comes from certified forests that 
are managed in a responsible way.



POLARIS DESK SOLUTION

TABLETOP 23 mm, chipboard, laminated top (oak, beech, birch, grey oak, amouk, light grey, white), veneered tops (oak, beech, birch, white stained oak, 

dark brown oak). UNDERFRAME Legs in silver, white or black finish and electrically powered actuator for individual height adjustment (table height 

range: 635-1,285 mm). Fully-welded frame with inbuilt brackets in the same finish as the legs. OPTIONS (selection of) Tabletop cutout, cable tray, 

cable tidy, powerbox, CPU holder, monitor arm, power socket and charger for mobile telephone. DESIGN Kinnarps Studio. SCALE 1:100 UNIT mm. 

Duo desk Single desk



WORKSPACE SOLUTIONS


